
Oracle™ eBusiness Suite  and Oracle 
Financials™ reports are difficult to  print 
on laser printers whilst keeping them 
legible.  Problems include  reports 
exceeding page margins  or columns 
losing their format, resul@ng in snaking 
across the page.

To answer these  fundamental  usage 
requirements, as  well as  provide a 
number of useful  enhancements  to the Oracle™ Financials  repor@ng 
capabili@es, Lanboss has created Lanboss Preview.  

Preview is  a simple-to-use  applica@on that allows  reports to be printed on 
standard laser printers, without the need to edit or reformat the report to 
make it work.  With Preview, the  report no longer needs  to be manipulated to 
make it fit the printer paper size using an editor or word processor.  This 
enhances  security, as  it ensures  that the output is not modified during 
formaJng and is exactly what was produced by the system. 

With Preview, columns are kept properly ver@cal, and no longer snake all  over 
the place, as  is  the most common issue with propor@onal  fonts.  Oracle™ 
Financials  printouts no longer requires users  to have  an expensive dot matrix 
or line printer

To round the product off, Lanboss  has  added PDF output to save paper and 
allow reports to be emailed to others or saved in a non-changeable file.

It automa@cally scales  80/132 
column reports  to the  local 
printer's paper size.   

The printer output can be changed 
to fit either portrait or landscape 
orienta@on, to make  best use  of 
the physical  page and improve 
legibility.
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✓ Edi@ng reports manually to fit the 
printer page is no longer needed

✓ Secure - the output is exactly what 
the system produced

✓ No Snaking, uses mono-spaced 
fonts so columns stay ver@cal

✓ Efficient, PDFs save paper and keep 
reports secure

✓ Save @me - Automa@cally scales to 
fit the standard page size

✓ Uses standard printers, no 80/132 
column printer needed

✓ Report History - Store previous 
reports for future comparisons



Technical Overview

Lanboss  Preview works with any text file to be printed on a printer 
that uses propor@onal fonts, which includes most laser printers.  
Oracle™ Financials reports are files produced by the system for 
download (and opening) via Internet Explorer or another browser.  
Preview is associated within the worksta@on configura@on with the 
specific file extension Oracle™ Financials  is set to use.  Whenever a 
user then opens a  file with that extension, Preview will be 

launched automa@cally and load the file, ready for output.

Details of the product include:

• Mono Spaced Fonts - Uses standard mono spaced fonts to ensure columns are 
straight and allows a laser printer to simulate a 80/132 column line printer

• Automa@c Font Scaling - Scales the text font size to match the printer page's 
width and height

• Zoom - the page can be viewed at virtually any Zoom level.   With 'Whole 
Page' selected, the image will dynamically fill the main Preview dialog

• Printer Selec@on - Select and configure the printer to be used for prin@ng to 
directly from the main dialog

• Page Borders - to cater for printouts that need to be punched and put in files, 
for easy legibility

• Document History - Quickly recall previous documents without running the 
reports again on the Oracle™ system

• PDF Output - Save the current document as an Adobe PDF file rather than 
prin@ng.
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